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University of South Florida K evin Kelly, futurist and editor-at-large for Wired magazine, is considered by many to be a contemporary prophet and is sometimes referred to as the digerati saint. His work is often regarded as "must-read" material for executives and other key decision makers. In his classic work (Kelly, 1994, p. 3), he invites us to lift the "apparent veil" between the worlds of the born and the made (1994, p. 3) . Providing a seemingly exhaustive and ever-interesting survey of cross-currents in thinking about the merging realms of nature and technology (1994) and offering up the "new rules" for effectively operating in the emerging networked economy (1998), Kelly envisions a future with new forms of economic, social, and organizational control. These forms are decentralized and distributed according to the paradigmatic logic of biological systems. In Kelly's neobiological world, the natural, technological, economic, and social coevolve to nurture bottom-up control and harmonious cooperation.
In the June 1999 issue of O&E, Steven Best and Douglas Kellner (1999) published a thoroughgoing critique of Kelly's work as expressed in his popular books, Out of Control (1994) and New Rules for the New Economy (1998). Best and Kellner credited Kelly with insight and useful ideas concerning the new world of business. They acknowledged the usefulness of appropriating ideas from the new sciences to understand the technological revolution and the restructuring of capitalism. They were unwilling, however, to grant Kelly's sweeping claims that a new soft capitalism-one of information, circuitry, and software-is replacing a "competitive and predatory capitalist logic" (p. 150). For Best and Kellner, Kelly's technological determinism "illicitly collapses technology and the economy into nature, using nature metaphors to legitimate the new forms of economy and organization" (p. 141). Kelly's position that extends popular applications of complexity theory leaves us, Best and Kellner contended, among other things, without a critical approach to political realities and social power.
The purpose of this symposium is to continue to deliberate the merits and limitations of the contemporary shift to biological metaphors by and through responding to Kelly (1994 Kelly ( , 1998 and to Best and Kellner's (1999) critique. The implications and consequences of metaphorical shifts are significant for human beings and nature and are worthy of thoughtful deliberation (Forbes & Jermier, 1998) . For example, a recent article in The Wall Street Journal, "A New Model for the Nature of Business: It's Alive," (Petzinger, 1999) reflects well the litany and the widespread embrace of the biological metaphor. Not limited to a conservative, promarket position, those incorporating technobiological hybrid models are also found among the ranks of radical/critical theorists (see, e.g., Haraway, 1991) . The influx of technobiological imagery spans a wide range of positions along the political spectrum.
In the articles that follow, Kevin Kelly and four members of O&E's editorial review board have been invited to reflect and write commentaries on Kelly's (1994 Kelly's ( , 1998 and Best and Kellner's (1999) works. In the first article, "Pro-Choice: The Promise of Technology," Kelly (1999 [this issue] ) seemingly dismisses Best and Kellner's call for critical theory. Kelly charges that their analysis is outmoded in the new economy where "the material" is no longer the primary driver of value and wealth. Kelly's response extends his optimistic view of the benefits of technology. For Kelly, technology does not promise happiness or utopia, but it increases opportunities and options. In the second contribution to the symposium ("Education, Learning, and the Cyberworld"), Paul Shrivastava (1999 [this issue] ) also focuses on the inexorable force of technology and the ways that it is shaping the economy, firms, and other aspects of life. Although Shrivastava finds Best and Kellner's contentions compelling-that capitalism's roots prevent it from becoming an adequate self regulator-he argues that they exaggerate defects in Kelly's arguments. Partially accepting that there may be a new social and economic logic underlying contemporary capitalism, Shrivastava raises issues and questions regarding the consequences for human development and education in the cyberworld and the digital economy.
The next two articles take a critical turn emphasizing the political content of Kelly's seemingly apolitical argument. In "Rethinking 'Out of Control'as 'New Rules' for the New Economy," Timothy Luke (1999 [this issue]) amplifies and extends Best and Kellner's critique. Challenging Kelly's analysis of the new economy, Luke argues that "controllessness" is a fiction and that the high-tech economy is more structured and subject to rational planning than Kelly would have us believe. Kelly's neobiological argument, Luke contends, does more to mystify than illuminate as it fails to understand the shifting subpolitical forces of power and interests that control the new economy. In her article, "Making Choices About Nature," Nancy DiTomaso (1999 [this issue]) suggests that Kelly may suffer from a form of historical amnesia. She contends that the technological, economic, and social transformation underway is remarkably similar to the systemic changes that occurred in the transformation of the agricultural economy into an industrial one. Along these lines, DiTomaso also argues that Kelly presents an old, conservative case for nonintervention by encouraging us to permit the transformation underway to take its course "naturally." She challenges positions that explicitly or implicitly deny that social systems need intervention to promote social good. For both Luke and DiTomaso, what Organized around the theme of a new, but contested "bio-logic" that draws on natural-systems concepts and metaphors, this symposium makes us mindful that "Metaphors are tools and tropes. The point is to learn to remember that we might have been otherwise, and might yet be, as a matter of embodied fact" (Haraway, 1997, p. 39) . Throughout the articles that follow and in the works to which they respond (Best & Kellner, 1999; Kelly, 1994 Kelly, , 1998 , all of the authors grapple with contemporary transformations underway and their accompanying imagery. Recognizing that there are social, economic, and political consequences associated with the social construction of worldviews, based on root metaphors and other linguistic and ideational elements, this symposium reflects, albeit from differing perspectives, a concern for the effects of changing relations of power both among people and between people and the natural environment. The authors bring to light important underlying issues, tensions, and questions facing society, organizations, and individuals.
